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Abstract
The BaBar and Belle collaborations have recently reported evidence for D0 − D¯0 mixing. This
measurement provides the first significant constraint on FCNC in the up-quark sector for non-
universal Z ′ models. Attributing the observed D − D¯ mixing to new physics, we comment on the
resulting rare D and t decays. We also show that a CP violating semileptonic asymmetry as large
as ∼ 30% is allowed by the experimental results.
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Mixing between a neutral meson with specific flavor and its anti-meson is a very interest-
ing phenomena in particle physics. There are several systems where such mixing has been
observed [1]: K0 − K¯0; B0d − B¯0d ; and B0s − B¯0s . All these cases involve mesons made of
valence down-type quarks. In principle, a neutral meson made of up-type quarks should
also exhibit mixing, as in the D0− D¯0 system [2]. Evidence for D0 mixing has been recently
reported, assuming CP conservation, by the BaBar [3]
x′2 = (−0.22± 0.30(stat.)± 0.21(syst.))× 10−3,
y′ = (9.7± (stat.)4.4± 3.1(syst.))× 10−3, (1)
and Belle collaborations [4]
x = (0.80± 0.29(stat.)± 0.17(syst.))%, y = (3.3± 2.4(stat.)± 0.15(syst.))%
yCP = (1.31± 0.32(stat.)± 0.25(syst.))%. (2)
No evidence for CP violation was observed.
Mixing in the K0 − K¯0 and B0d − B¯0d systems has been known for quite some time. It
has provided valuable information about the Standard Model (SM) as well as very stringent
constraints on possible new physics. The first observation of Bs − B¯s mixing was reported
last year by the CDF collaboration [5], in agreement with the two sided bound obtained
by the D0 collaboration [6]. The combined result is in agreement with the standard model
prediction at the 1σ level [7], with the measurement being slightly below the central value
of the overall standard model fit. This measurement has been used to constrain many new
physics possibilities, including non-universal Z ′ models [8, 9].
D0 − D¯0 mixing provides an additional handle on flavor physics within and beyond the
SM. Within the SM, short distance contributions to D mixing are small [2, 10, 11]. Long
distance contributions can be much larger, but they suffer from considerable uncertainty
[2]. The BaBar and Belle results, Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, can therefore be attributed to Standard
Model physics, but there is ample room for new physics contributions [2].
There are several scenarios beyond the SM in which it is natural to obtain large D0− D¯0
mixing, such as fourth generation models [12, 13], SUSY extensions of the SM and others [2].
In this note we study the implications of the D mixing data on a class of non-universal Z ′
models. In these models, the flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) generated by tree-
level Z ′ exchange induce mixing in mesons made of down and up type quarks, albeit with
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arbitrary strengths. The D mixing measurement provides the first significant constraint on
the strength of these FCNC. With this input, the models allow enhancements in the rates for
rare D decays which remain too small for observation, and relatively larger rare top decays.
The parameters describing D0 − D¯0 mixing are usually indicated by x = ∆m/Γ and
y = ∆Γ/2Γ. There are several ways these parameters can be determined. BaBar measured
the mixing using the wrong-sign D0 → K+π− decay. In this case the two directly measured
parameters are x′ = x cos δKpi + y sin δKpi and y
′ = −x sin δKpi + y cos δKpi if there is no
CP violation. Here δKpi is the CP conserving strong phase between the amplitudes for the
doubly-Cabbibo-suppressed and the Cabbibo-favored decays [2]. The Belle collaboration
measured x by analyzing the Dalitz plot for D0 → K0Sπ+π−, and measured yCP defined as,
yCP = (τ(K
−π+)/Γ(K+K−)−1) = y cos 2φD−Amx sin 2φD with Am = 1−|q/p|. If φD = 0,
yCP = y.
Ref.[14] combined the BaBar [3] and Belle [4] results to obtain the 68% C.L. ranges for:
x = (5.5 ± 2.2) × 10−3, y = (5.4 ± 2.0) × 10−3, φD = (0 ± 11)◦, δKpi = (−38 ± 46)◦ and
Am = −0.02± 0.15 which we will use in this note.
We now study the implications of the above information on non-universal Z ′ models. The
most important new effect is due to the tree-level flavor changing interactions in the heavy
Z ′ coupling to fermions. The main effect on D mixing thus occurs through the parameter
M12 and, therefore, it predominantly affects x. In this class of models there is no significant
new contribution to the parameter Γ12, which is responsible for the lifetime difference y [11].
We will thus assume that Γ12 can be attributed to long distance standard model physics and
treat it as a parameter to be determined from the data. Similarly, the class of models we
consider, make negligible contributions to CP violating phases in D0 decay amplitudes. We
will therefore assume that Γ12 is real. The new physics contribution to M12, on the other
hand, has a CP violating phase in general, so we write M12 = Me
iφ. Using the well known
result,
∆m− i∆Γ/2 = 2
√
(M12 − iΓ12/2)(M∗12 − iΓ∗12/2), (3)
we obtain two equations
4(M2 − Γ212/4) = ∆m2 −∆Γ2/4, 4MΓ12 cos φ = ∆m∆Γ; (4)
with three unknowns: M , Γ12 and φ. Therefore, the measurement of x and y can not
determine all the unknowns. To proceed we introduce the quantities w = 2M/ΓD and
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z = Γ12/ΓD, which are functions of x, y and φ. We have
z2 =
1
2
(y2 − x2 +
√
(x2 − y2)2 + 4 x
2y2
cos2 φ
),
w2 = x2 − y2 + z2. (5)
Although z is not known, it can be determined with a measurement of the CP violating
phase φ. Already the parameter Am constrains the value of φ through the relation
Am =
|q/p|2 − 1
|q/p|2 + 1 ,
∣∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
(
z2 + w2 + 2zw sinφ
z2 + w2 − 2zw sinφ
) 1
2
. (6)
Using the central values x = 5.5×10−3 and y = 5.4×10−3 and requiring −0.17 ≤ Am ≤ 0.13
one finds −0.29 <∼ sinφ <∼ 0.27. If instead one allows x and y to vary independently in their
one-sigma range one finds −0.39 <∼ sinφ <∼ 0.35.1 For this range, the values of w and z are
close to those of x and y respectively. This phase then shows up in CP violating observables
such as the semileptonic asymmetry:
a =
N−(D0 → l−X)−N+(D¯0 → l+X¯)
N−(D0 → l−X) +N+(D¯0 → l+X¯)
=
|p/q|2 − |q/p|2
|p/q|2 + |q/p|2 = −
2wz sin φ
w2 + z2
. (7)
In Figure 1 we illustrate this asymmetry as a function of sinφ for x = (5.5 ± 2.2) × 10−3,
y = (5.4± 2.0)× 10−3 and the range for sinφ allowed by Am. We emphasize that the above
analysis applies to any model where CP violation appears only in the mixing parameter
M12.
Next we review the relevant features for meson mixing specific to non-universal Z ′ models
starting from a generic parametrization for the Z ′ coupling to quarks,
L =
g
2cW
q¯iγ
µ (aijPL + bijPR) qjZ
′
µ. (8)
The exchange of Z ′ at tree-level, generates a ∆f = 2 effective Hamiltonian that can induce
mixing. This was discussed in detail in Ref. [8] for B − B¯ mixing. To apply that result to
the case of D-mixing we only need to continue the QCD running down to the charm scale
and concentrate on the terms with ∆c = 2, i.e. ij = cu,
MP,Z
′
12 =
GF√
2
m2Z
m2Z′
1
3
f 2PMPBPη
6/21
Z′ η
6/23
b η
6/25
D
(
a2ij + b
2
ij + η
−3/21
Z′ η
−3/23
b η
−3/25
D
1
2
aijbij(2ǫ− 3)
+
2
3
(
η
−3/21
Z′ η
−3/23
b η
−3/25
D − η−30/21Z′ η−30/23b η−30/25D
) 1
4
aijbij(1− 6ǫ)
)
. (9)
1 At three-sigma the full range −1 ≤ sinφ ≤ 1 is still allowed.
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FIG. 1: Semileptonic CP violating asymmetry a as a function of sinφ for x = (5.5 ± 2.2) × 10−3
and y = (5.4 ± 2.0) × 10−3 .
In this result ηZ′ = αs(mZ′)/αs(mt), ηb = αs(mt)/αs(mb), and ηD = αs(mb)/αs(mD) and
the rest of the notation is defined in Ref. [8]. We will take MZ′ ∼ 500 GeV for illustration.
There are different ways in which non-universal Z ′ couplings to quarks can arise. Here
we will use a model resulting from a variation of Left-Right models [15] that is motivated by
the apparent anomaly in the AbFB measurement at LEP [16]. In this model, some relevant
Z ′ couplings to fermions are given by
L =
g
2 cos θW
tan θW (tan θR + cot θR) cos ξZZ
′
µ
×
(
V d∗RbiV
d
Rbj d¯Riγ
µdRj − V u∗RtiV uRtj u¯RiγµuRj + τ¯RγµτR − ν¯RτγµνRτ
)
. (10)
Here θW is the usual electroweak mixing angle, θR parameterizes the relative strength of the
right-handed interaction, ξZ is the Z − Z ′ mixing angle and V u,dRij are the unitary matrices
that rotate the right-handed up-(down)-type quarks from the weak eigen-states to the mass
eigen-states. In order to explain the anomaly in AbFB, an enhanced Z
′ coupling to third
generation fermions is required, and this is paramterized by a large cot θR. In Eq. 10 we
have only written those terms that are enhanced by cot θR and refer the reader to Ref. [15]
for more details. Additional constraints that are placed on the model by measurements at
LEP-II can be approximately summarized by the relation: tan θW cot θR
MW
M
Z′
∼ 1 [15].
In this model, the tree-level exchange of a Z ′ can generate mixing in both down-type and
up-type quark sectors. We have previously shown that the model can generate a large Bs
mixing and this suggests that large D mixing may also occur. To see why a large D − D¯
mixing is possible in general, let us compare the tree-level contribution of Z ′ exchange to
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B − B¯ and D − D¯ mixing. In this case aij = 0 and bij is given respectively by
Bq − B¯q mixing : bsq = cos θW tan θW (tan θR + cot θR) cos ξZV d∗RbbV dRbq,
D0 − D¯0 mixing : bcu = cos θW tan θW (tan θR + cot θR) cos ξZV u∗RtcV uRtu. (11)
It is clear that if V u∗RtcV
u
Rtu is of the same order as V
d∗
RbbV
d
Rbq, large D
0− D¯0 mixing will result.
As mentioned before, the SM contribution to Bs− B¯s mixing is slightly below the central
experimental value allowing a Z ′ contribution. Under this scenario, it was shown in Ref. [8]
that the parameter |V d∗RbbV dRbs| is of order 10−4. For example, if one includes the large one-loop
contribution that is present for Bs mixing, abs, and fixes its value to reproduce K
+ → π+νν¯
[17], then
0.0005 ∼
∣∣∣V d∗RbbV dRbs∣∣∣ ∼ 0.0009. (12)
For the case of D0 − D¯0 mixing, the one-loop induced acu is very small (suppressed by
m2b/m
2
W ) compared to bcu and can be neglected. This is unlike what happens for B and K
mixing, where abs and ads must be considered [8].
For our numerical analysis, let us first consider the CP conserving case with φ = 0.
Taking ΓD0 from the particle data group [1], ǫ = 1, fD
√
BD = 200 MeV, and using the
approximate constraint mW/mZ′(tan θW cot θR) = 1, we obtain
x =
2M12
ΓD0
= 1.9× 105 |V u∗RtcV uRtu|2. (13)
Requiring that this x due to the Z ′ exchange be at most equal to the measured x (the
average from Ref. [14]) , we find that |V u∗RtcV uRtu| is bound by
|V u∗RtcV uRtu| <∼ 2.0× 10−4. (14)
This is the tightest bound on FCNC in the up-quark sector for these models that we
can obtain at present. Of course, if the standard model (long distance) contributions to x
could be precisely quantified, then the constraints on new physics would be much tighter.
To gauge the significance of this constraint we note that if the matrix V uRij has a similar
hierarchy to the one exhibited by the CKM matrix, the value for |V u∗RtcV uRtu| would be of
order 10−4. Notice also that the upper bound for V u∗RtcV
u
Rtu is similar to the range allowed
for |V d∗RbbV dRbs| in Bs − B¯s mixing.
With a non-zero CP violating phase φ, the upper bound will be different in general. In
the Z ′ model the phase φ, appears as a complex V u∗RtcV
u
Rtu = |V u∗RtcV uRtu|eiφ/2. A numerical
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study allowing x, y and sinφ to vary independently in their one-sigma ranges results in
essentially the same bound, Eq. 14, for the whole range of sin φ.
We now assume that D− D¯ mixing is indeed due to FCNC induced by Z ′ exchange and
explore the consequences for rare D and top decays which are also governed by V uRij . The Z
′
couplings are enhanced by cot θR only for third generation fermions, so the most promising
rare decay would be D0 → Xuντ ν¯τ . Since the standard model rate for this process is too
small to be observed [18], we consider only the new physics contribution from tree-level Z ′
exchange. We further work at the spectator quark level to obtain
B(D0 → Xuνν¯) ≈ G
2
Fm
5
c
768π3ΓD0
|V u∗RtcV uRtu|2
(
tan θW cot θR
MW
MZ′
)4
<∼ 3× 10−10, (15)
still too small to be observed in the near future.
Other rare decays that involve only second generation fermions are even smaller. For
example, for the Z ′ contribution to D0 → µ+µ− we find
B(D0 → µ+µ−) ≈ G
2
FmDm
2
µF
2
D
16πΓD0
|V u∗RtcV uRtu|2
(
tan θW cot θR
MW
MZ′
)4
tan4 θR
<∼ 4× 10−15
(
tan θR
0.1
)
. (16)
Similarly, charged D rare decays also remain too small for observation.
In contrast with the rare D decay, non-universal Z ′ exchange can significantly enhance
rare top-quark decays because more third generation fermions are involved. For example we
find,
B(t→ cτ τ¯ ) ≈ G
2
Fm
5
t
768π3Γt
|V u∗RttV uRtc|2
(
tan θW cot θR
MW
MZ′
)4
= 4.3× 10−4|V u∗RttV uRtc|2,
B(t→ cbb¯) ≈ 3 G
2
Fm
5
t
768π3Γt
|V u∗RttV uRtc|2|V dRbb|4
(
tan θW cot θR
MW
MZ′
)4
= 1.3× 10−3|V u∗RttV uRtc|2|V dRbb|4, (17)
and B(t→ cτ τ¯ ) = B(t→ cντ ν¯τ ).
Rare t→ c(νν¯, τ τ¯ , b¯b) decays may offer some hope for detection depending on the value
of V u∗Rtt and V
u
Rtc. The largest branching ratios can be of order 10
−3, which may be observable
at LHC and ILC [19]. If instead of taking the maximum possible mixing angles one scales
the matrix elements according to the CKM hierarchy, the natural size for V uRtt is of order 1
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and for V uRtc is of order 4×10−2. This would lead to B(t→ cbb¯) ∼ 10−6 which is probably too
small to be observed. It is also possible to search for the new Z ′ through flavor conserving
processes at the LHC and this has been considered previously in the literature [20].
Up to now we have considered a class of non-universal Z ′ models that is motivated by the
measured AbFB. In this class of models, the quantity tan θW cot θR
MW
M
Z′
is constrained to be
near one and this allows us to directly constrain the matrix element V u∗RtcV
u
Rtu. In a general
Z ′ model, one cannot do this, and instead has to work with the parameter bcu and the Z
′
mass. The constraint we have obtained for |V u∗RtcV uRtu| applies in general to (|bcu|mZ/mZ′).
To summarize, we have investigated the implications of recent results on D0− D¯0 mixing
for a class of non-universal Z ′ models. We pointed out that the contributions of these models
to Bs − B¯s mixing allowed by the measurement of ∆MBs , suggest that the models could
also induce D − D¯ mixing at current levels of sensitivity. Within the allowed parameter
space, the CP violating semileptonic asymmetry |a| can be as large as ∼ 30%. We find
that D mixing constrains the models in such a way that rare D decays are unobservably
small. Rare top decays are larger but most likely too small to be observed. Our numerical
analysis was based on requiring that the new physics contribution to x be at most as large
as the measurement (at 1− σ). Clearly this can be improved if the SM contribution to x is
understood better.
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